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Abstract. Mixed integer linear programming (MILP) based tools are
used to estimate the strength of block ciphers against the cryptanalytic
attacks. The existing tools use partial difference distribution table (p-
DDT) approach to optimize the probability of differential characteristics
for large (≥ 8-bit) S-box based ciphers. We propose to use the full
difference distribution table (DDT) with the probability of each possible
propagation for MILP modeling of large S-boxes. This requires more than
16 variables to represent the linear inequalities of each propagation and
corresponding probabilities. The existing tools (viz. Logic Friday) cannot
handle the linear inequalities in more than 16 variables. In this paper, we
present a new tool (namely MILES) to minimize the linear inequalities
in more than 16 variables. This tool reduces the number of inequalities
by minimizing the truth table corresponding to the DDT of S-box. We
use our tool to minimize the linear inequalities for 8-bit S-boxes (AES
and SKINNY) and get better results than existing tools. We show the
application of MILES on 8-bit S-box based lightweight block cipher PIPO.
There are 20621 inequalities in 23 variables corresponding to the possible
propagations in DDT and these are minimized to 6035 inequalities using
MILES. MILP model based on these linear inequalities is used to optimize
the probability of differential characteristics for round-reduced PIPO.
For the first time, the MILP problem consisting the inequalities of full
DDT for 8-bit S-box is solved to optimize the probability of differential
characteristics.
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1 Introduction

Differential attack is one of the most powerful techniques for cryptanalysis of
block ciphers [4]. For new block ciphers, it is a mandatory design criterion
to provide the proof of resistance against the differential attack [3]. The high
probability relations between the input and output differences of a block cipher are
utilised to distinguish it from the uniform distribution [5]. We need a differential
characteristic with probability of 2−p, where p≪ n, to mount the attack on n-bit
block cipher [12]. To estimate the strength of a block cipher against differential
attack, we calculate a lower bound on the number of active S-boxes in a differential
characteristic. Then, upper bound on the probability is estimated using this
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lower bound and maximum differential probability of the S-box [14]. Initially,
branch-and-bound based techniques were used to search the high probability
differential characteristics [17] [15]. Nowadays, automated solvers based on mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) [18], satisfiability modulo theory (SAT/SMT)
[6], constraint programming (CP) problems [9] [26], and machine learning based
techniques [10] [27] are used to test the differential attack resistance. In 2012,
MILP aided differential cryptanalysis for block ciphers was proposed by Mouha
et al. This technique proved to be very successful to mount the differential attack
on block ciphers.

Mixed integer linear programming is used frequently to solve the optimization
problems. MILP deals with optimizing the objective function f(x1, x2, · · · , xn)
subject to a set of linear inequalities Ax ≤ b which involves decision variables
xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n with restrictions on certain variables to take integer values. We can
convert the differential characteristic search problem into an MILP model [18].
Then, optimization problem solvers (viz. Gurobi [11] and CIPLEX [7]) are used to
solve the MILP model to get a lower bound on the number of active S-boxes and
search for high probability differential characteristics. The linear layers (viz. key
addition and permutation layer) of a block cipher are easily converted into the
linear inequalities. S-box is the non-linear component of a block cipher and DDT
of the S-box is used to write the linear inequalities for each possible propagation.
This set contains a large number of inequalities and it becomes hard to solve
the MILP model based on this set. Therefore it is required to minimize the
number of inequalities to obtain the solution efficiently. Various methods have
been proposed in the literature to optimize the number of inequalities in this set.

Mouha et al. showed the use of MILP in differential cryptanalysis of block
ciphers and used optimization solvers to get the security bounds [18]. They
presented a framework to get the least number of active S-boxes in a differential
characteristic of word oriented ciphers. This technique was illustrated on Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) and least number of active S-boxes in 4-round
differential characteristic of AES were obtained by solving the MILP model.

Sun et al. extended the use of MILP for bit oriented ciphers and two methods
based on logical condition modeling and convex hull computation were proposed
to get the MILP model of S-box [20] [21]. The DDT of S-box was used to write
the linear inequalities for possible propagations using the SageMath tool [22].
Then greedy search algorithm was used to reduce the number of inequalities in
this model. For a 4-bit S-box, the reduced set contains about 30 inequalities.
Due to limitation of SageMath, this method is not practical for the S-box of size
greater than 6-bit.

Sasaki and Todo proposed another method for MILP modeling of S-box to
reduce the number of inequalities [23] [24] [25]. They proposed MILP based
method to reduce the inequalities using impossible propagations in the DDT
of S-box. For a 4-bit S-box, this method provides around 20 linear inequalities
which is used in the first phase of MILP search. This method also uses SageMath
to write the inequalities, therefore it also does not work for S-boxes of size more
than 6-bit.
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Abdelkhalek et al. proposed a method to generate a bit-wise model of the DDT
for large (8-bit) S-boxes [1]. They utilized the relations between logical condition
model and product-of-sum representation of Boolean functions and generated the
constraint inequalities using Logic Friday [16] (which uses Espresso algorithm).
For 8-bit S-box, 16 variables are needed to represent the linear inequalities for
possible and impossible propagation in the DDT during first phase search. This
model was extended to search for high differential characteristic by separating
the DDT into multiple tables (p-DDTs) for each probability. The behavior of
tables was controlled by adding the conditional constraints. In second phase
search, p-DDT approach is used due to limitation of Logic Friday to handle
the inequalities in more than 16 variables. This tool can reduce the number of
inequalities in first phase but it is unable to handle the inequalities in more than
16 input variables for second phase search.

Our Contribution: Minimization of linear inequalities in more than 16
variables is a challenging part of MILP based differential characteristics search
problem. The existing approach uses partial DDT (p-DDT) of S-box to generate
the linear inequalities due to limitation of logic minimization tool Logic Friday.
For large S-boxes, we need to handle linear inequalities in more than 16 variables.
To overcome this challenge, we develop a tool namely MILES (MInimized Linear
inEqualities for large S-box) which can minimize the linear inequalities in more
than 16 variables. MILES is based on Espresso algorithm [8] which is used
for logic minimization. We convert the DDT of S-box into a truth table and
that is minimized using MILES. We use MILES to minimize the number of
inequalities for 8-bit S-boxes and compare the results with p-DDT approach
for AES and SKINNY. We show the application of MILES to search the high
probability differential characteristics of lightweight block cipher PIPO [13]. Up
to the authors’ knowledge, there does not exist any paper in the literature that
uses full difference distribution table to optimize the probability of differential
characteristics for large (≥8-bit) S-boxes.

Organisation: The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we discuss a
method for MILP modeling of block ciphers with 8-bit S-boxes. We present a
new tool (MILES) to minimize the number of linear inequalities and compare
the results for AES and SKINNY S-boxes. In Section 3, we show the application
of MILES to model the MILP problem to optimize the probability of differential
characteristics in lightweight block cipher PIPO. The paper is summarised with
conclusion in Section 4.

2 MILP Based Differential Characteristic Search

To search differential characteristics of a block cipher, the problem of optimizing
the probability of differential characteristics is converted into the MILP problem.
The objective function is the optimization of probabilities subject to the con-
straints based on linear inequalities. SPN and Feistel based block ciphers mainly
consist of round key addition, substitution and permutation layers. The key
addition layer does not contribute in the MILP model to search the differential
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characteristics. The input and output variables corresponding to the permutation
layer are easily represented by linear inequalities. The substitution layer uses a
non-linear S-box which cannot be easily represented by linear inequalities. Sage-
Math is a popular tool to obtain the linear inequalities using input and output
difference points in the DDT. For an efficient MILP model, it is required to reduce
the number of linear inequalities. Sasaki and Todo [24] [25] suggested impossible
points based approach to design an MILP problem for the minimization of these
inequalities. This approach was later used by many researchers to design the
MILP models of various 4-bit S-boxes [28]. The linear inequalities of permutation
and substitution layers are used to model the MILP problem, which is solved by
MILP solver GUROBI [11] or CPLEX [7].

MILP based differential characteristics search is two stage process. Firstly,
number of active S-boxes is minimized and then probability of differential
characteristic is optimized using these active S-boxes. The outer and inner
modules of MILP are designed corresponding to these stages. The outer module
minimizes the number of active S-boxes while inner module optimizes the proba-
bilities of differential characteristics. The method of using extra variable for each
unique probability is used in the inner module [21]. This method simplifies MILP
model at the cost of extra variables.

2.1 Modeling Large S-box

S-box is a non-linear component and it is converted into linear inequalities to
model the MILP problem. SageMath is used to generate the linear inequalities for
DDT of the S-box. For m-bit S-box, the size of DDT is 2m× 2m and it represents
the number of occurrences of possible output differences corresponding to each
input difference. SageMath uses the H-representation of convex hull to generate
linear inequalities for the S-box. This methods works well for small S-boxes only.
SageMath has limitation on the dimension (≤12) of such convex hulls. Due to
this limitation, large S-boxes cannot be converted into the linear inequalities
using SageMath. This limits the outer module of MILP model upto 6-bit S-boxes
and inner module of MILP model upto 4-bit S-boxes.

For large (8-bit) S-boxes, Abdelkhalek et al. [1] addressed this problem using
the Logic Friday [16] that reduces the inequalities by minimizing the product
of sum of boolean functions. This technique was used to minimize the number
of active S-boxes for 8-bit S-box based ciphers. Logic Friday has limitation on
the number (≤16) of input variables. Due to this limitation, Logic Friday can
only be used to design the outer module but it cannot be used to design inner
module for 8-bit S-box. Therefore, this method is used to find the number of
active S-boxes only.

To optimize the probability of differential characteristic, Abdelkhalek et al.
used p-DDT based approach by separating the DDT for each probability into mul-
tiple tables [1]. These tables can be represented with 16 input variables. Although,
this method is used to optimize the probability of differential characteristic, it
may not be efficient due to the of use of p-DDT instead of full DDT. Use of full
DDT can reduce the number of linear inequalities which can be used to design
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an efficient MILP model to optimize the probability of differential characteristics.
Based on the full DDT, Sun et al. [21] suggested the method of using extra
variable for each unique probability. This method add extra input variables and
there does not exist any tool which can handle more than 16 input variables
for minimization of the linear inequalities. In this paper, we present a new tool
namely MILES based on Espresso algorithm [8] and it can handle more than 16
variables to minimizes the set of linear inequalities. Linear inequalities generated
from MILES are used to design the outer and inner modules of MILP model
which optimizes the probability of differential characteristic.

2.2 MILES: MInimized Linear inEqualities for large S-boxes

To generate the linear inequalities for larges S-boxes, we present a new tool
MILES which is based on Espresso algorithm [8]. The tool takes S-box as input
and it outputs the minimized linear inequalities to model the MILP problem.
MILES is the first tool that uses full DDT of 8-bit S-box to generate the linear
inequalities. In MILES, there are four processes which are applied sequentially to
generate the minimized linear inequalities. These process are described as follows:

1. DDT Generation - In this process, MILES takes m-bit S-box (m≥3) as
input and generates a DDT of the S-box. The DDT (2m×2m) is 2-Dimensional
array where row indices(y-axis) define input difference while column indices(x-
axis) define the output difference. We define a function fi,j to represent the
DDT of S-box which provides the number of occurrences of output difference
∆j corresponding to input difference ∆i (equation 1).

fi,j = Frequency∆i→∆j
where 0 ≤ i, j ≤ m (1)

The process to generate the DDT from S-box is described in Algorithm 1.
This DDT is used as an input in the next process.

2. DDT to Truth Table conversion - In this process, the input DDT is
converted into a truth table. This truth table specifies the input and output
points of the DDT as input variables. To simplify it, we specify only non-
zero entries of the DDT and corresponding output variable as 1. MILES
can generate three kinds of truth tables (?-TT,p-TT,f -TT) from the DDT.
The ∗-TT table corresponds to the non-zero entries in the DDT and p-TT
corresponds to the non-zero entries in DDT for a specific probability (p). The
f -TT table corresponds to the non-zero entries with extra input variable for
each probability. We describe the process to convert DDT into ∗-TT, p-TT
and f -TT in Algorithm 2,3 and 4 respectively.

3. Truth Table minimization - MILES interfaces with Espresso to perform
minimization of the truth table. The output of minimization is TTmin which
is used to generate the minimized linear inequalities. The TTmin is similar
to the truth table and it contains an additional symbol (‘−’). The output
variable in TTmin is independent of input variable corresponding to this
additional symbol. The minimization process can be performed with various
modes available in Espresso algorithm. These options are chosen in MILES as
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minimization strategy. These strategies are problem specific and a particular
strategy may not provide best solution for all problems. The minimized truth
tables corresponding to ?-TT, p-TT, and f -TT are represented as ?-TTmin,
p-TTmin, and f -TTmin respectively.

4. Linear Inequalities Generation - After minimization process, MILES
generate the linear inequalities. Each linear inequality corresponds to one
entry in TTmin. If a value in the entry is 0 then it is expressed as variable x
and if it is 1 then it is expressed as 1− x. The value ‘−’ in the TTmin does
not contribute in the inequality generation process. The process to generate
the minimized linear inequalities is described in the Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 1: DDT Generation

1 Input: S = m-bit S-box
2 Output: DDTM×M (M = 2m)
3 for i ← 0 to M − 1 do
4 for j ← 0 to M − 1 do
5 in = i⊕ j
6 out = S[i]⊕ S[j]
7 DDT[in][out]←DDT[in][out] + 1

8 end

9 end

Algorithm 2: DDT to ∗-TT Conversion

1 Input: DDTM×M
2 Output: ∗-TT
3 for i ← 0 to M − 1 do
4 for j ← 0 to M − 1 do
5 if DDT[i][j] 6= 0 then
6 ∗-TT.Adda(concatb(binaryc(i), binary(j))
7 end

8 end

9 end

a A.Add(B): Adds an entry B to the truth table A
b concat(A,B(,C)): Returns an entry by concatenation of A, B and C(optional)
c binary(A): Returns binary representation of A
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Algorithm 3: DDT to p-TT Conversion

1 Input: DDTM×M , p
2 Output: p-TT
3 for i ← 0 to M − 1 do
4 for j ← 0 to M − 1 do
5 if DDT[i][j] = p then
6 p-TT.Add(concat(binary(i), binary(j)))
7 end

8 end

9 end

Algorithm 4: DDT to f -TT Conversion

1 Input: DDTM×M
2 Output: f -TT
3 N ← number of unique non-zero entries in f -DDT
4 V ← set of unique non-zero entries in f -DDT
5 V = vz where z ∈ (1, N)
6 for i ← 0 to M − 1 do
7 for j ← 0 to M − 1 do
8 if DDT[i][j] = vz then
9 l← Null

10 for k ← 1 to N do
11 if k = z then
12 concat(l, 1)
13 end
14 else
15 concat(l, 0)
16 end

17 end
18 f -TT.Add(concat(binary(i), binary(j), binary(l)))

19 end

20 end

21 end
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Algorithm 5: Linear Inequalities Generation

1 Input: TTmin
2 Output: L = set of linear inequalities
3 L← Null
4 foreach entry in TTmin do
5 LinIneq ← Null
6 foreach variable(vi) in the entry do
7 if vi = 0 then
8 concat(LinIneq, xi)
9 end

10 else
11 concat(LinIneq,1− xi)
12 end
13 if vi is the last variable then
14 concat(LinIneq,−1,‘≥ 0’)
15 end
16 else
17 concat(LinIneq, ‘+’)
18 end

19 end
20 L.Add(LinIneq)

21 end

2.3 Example: Linear Inequalities Generation using MILES

We describe the process to generate the linear inequalities for a 3-bit S-box (Table
1). The DDT (Table 2), f -TT (Table 3), and f -TTmin (Table 4) are generated
using MILES. The set of minimized linear inequalities for this S-box is given in
Table 5.

x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
S(x) 3 6 5 7 0 2 4 1

Table 1: 3-bit S-Box

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0
2 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 0
3 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 0
4 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 0
5 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4
7 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 4

Table 2: DDT of S-Box
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x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3 p1 p2 f
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

Table 3: f -TT of DDT

x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3 p1 p2 f
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 - 1 1 0 1
1 1 - 1 1 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 - 1 - 0 0 1 1
0 1 - 1 - 0 0 1 1
1 0 - 0 - 1 0 1 1
0 1 - 0 - 1 0 1 1

Table 4: f -TTmin for f -TT

1 x1 + x2 − x3 + y1 − y2 + y3 − p1 + p2 + 2 ≥ 0

2 x1 + x2 − x3 − y1 + y2 − y3 − p1 + p2 + 3 ≥ 0

3 −x1 − x2 − x3 + y1 + y2 + y3 − p1 + p2 + 4 ≥ 0

4 −x1 − x2 + x3 − y1 − y3 − p1 + p2 + 5 ≥ 0

5 −x1 − x2 − y1 − y2 − y3 − p1 + p2 + 5 ≥ 0

6 x1 + x2 + x3 + y1 + y2 + y3 + p1 + p2 − 1 ≥ 0

7 −x1 + x2 − y1 + y3 + p1 − p2 + 2 ≥ 0

8 x1 − x2 − y1 + y3 + p1 − p2 + 2 ≥ 0

9 −x1 + x2 + y1 − y3 + p1 − p2 + 2 ≥ 0

10 x1 − x2 + y1 − y3 + p1 − p2 + 2 ≥ 0

Table 5: Linear inequalities generated from f -TTmin
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2.4 Results for AES, Skinny, and PIPO S-boxes

We apply our tool MILES1 on three 8-bit S-boxes used in block ciphers AES,
SKINNY, and PIPO. We compare the number of linear inequalities generated
by MILES with existing results based on ?-DDT and p-DDT approach. The
?-DDT is used to model MILP problem to minimize the number of active S-boxes.
The ?-TT of MILES corresponds to ?-DDT and results for minimized linear
inequalities are compared in Table 6. MILES gives better results by utilizing the
various modes of Espresso Algorithm.

The approach based on p-DDT is used to design the linear inequalities of
8-bit S-box to optimize the probability of differential characteristics. In this
approach, the DDT is separated into multiple p-DDT tables corresponding to
different probabilities. Linear inequalities are generated for each p-DDT and all
these inequalities are used to search the differential characteristics. The p-TT of
MILES corresponds to p-DDT and results for minimized linear inequalities are
compared in Table 7. It is evident from the results that MILES provides better
reduction in the inequalities than existing tools.

MILES uses full DDT to minimize the number of linear inequalities for large
S-boxes. The f -TT of MILES is used to reduce the inequalities and the results
are compared in Table 8. For comparison with existing approach, we derive the
number of linear inequalities of AES and SKINNY by adding linear inequalities
of each p-TT. From the Table 8, it is apparent that MILES performs better
than p-TT by utilizing full DDT at a time. The specific mode of MILES is also
specified in the Table 8. Selection of a particular mode in MILES is not based on
characteristic of S-box and each mode must be tried for better results.

Structure # Inequalities # Inequalities # Inequalities
QM ([1]) Espresso ([1]) MILES (This Paper)

AES S-box - 8302 7899
Skinny S-box 372 376 372
PIPO S-box - - 4474

Table 6: Number of linear inequalities to represent ?-DDT/?-TT

3 Application to Lightweight Block Cipher PIPO

Lightweight cryptography has become the central topic in cryptology [2] and
NIST has also called for a competition to design the lightweight cryptographic
primitives [19]. PIPO is a lightweight block cipher which was recently proposed
by Kim et al. at ICISC 2020 [13]. The design highlights are its security for side-
channel protected and unprotected environments. Its diffusion layer is designed to

1 https://github.com/tarunyadav/MILES
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Structure Probability QM ([1]) Espresso ([1]) MILES (This Paper) MILES
(S-box) (p-DDT) (p-DDT) (p-TT) (Σp-TT)

AES
2−7 - 8241 7927

8182
2−6 - 350 255

SKINNY

2−7 206 208 206

1123

2−6 275 283 275
2−5.415037 33 34 33

2−5 234 239 234
2−4.415037 42 52 42

2−4 147 159 147
2−3.678071 15 15 15
2−3.415037 24 28 24
2−3.192645 15 15 15

2−3 62 67 62
2−2.678071 16 16 16
2−2.415037 17 17 17

2−2 37 40 37

PIPO

2−7 - - 3410

6634

2−6 - - 2211
2−5.415037 - - 519

2−5 - - 355
2−4.678072 - - 26
2−4.415037 - - 20

2−4 - - 93

Table 7: Number of Linear Inequalities to represent p-DDT/p-TT

Structure MILES # Inequalities # Inequalities
(S-box) (mode) (

∑
p-TT) (f -TT)

AES strong 8182 8165
Skinny pos 1123 526
PIPO pos 6634 6035

Table 8: Minimzed Linear inequalities using MILES
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optimize the efficiency in hardware as well as software applications. Its diffusion
layer can be implemented in software using the cyclic shift rotations. For hardware
applications, its diffusion layer can be visualised as bit permutation on 64 bits and
can be implemented using wirings only. The 8-bit S-box is specifically designed
for PIPO so that it can be represented using the minimum number of non-liner
equations. This also ensures the protection of the design against side channel
attacks.

3.1 Specification of PIPO

PIPO is a 64-bit lightweight block cipher with 128 and 256 bits key sizes [13]. It
consists of 13/17 rounds for 128/256 bits key variants respectively. It is based
on substitution permutation network (SPN) structure. A lightweight 8-bit S-box
having differential branch number 3 is specifically designed to use in the confusion
layer of PIPO. For each 8-bit word, diffusion layer uses a cyclic rotation with
different shift values for each word. The round function of PIPO is explained
by dividing it into an 8×8 matrix. It applies the diffusion layer row-wise and
8-bit S-box is applied column-wise. For each variant, a simple key selection
algorithm is used. For 128-bit key K = (K1 ‖ K0), the rounds keys are selected
as RKi = Ki(mod2), 0 ≤ i ≤ 13. For 256-bit key K = (K3 ‖ K2 ‖ K1 ‖ K0), the
rounds keys are selected as RKi = Ki(mod4), 0 ≤ i ≤ 17.

Algorithm 6: Encryption Algorithm of PIPO

1 Input: P and RKi, 0 ≤ i ≤ 13
2 Output: C = (c63, c62, · · · , c0)
3 U0 ← P ⊕RK0

4 U0 = (u63, u62, · · · , u0)
5 for i=1 to 13 do
6 for j=0 to 7 do
7 (v56+j ‖ v48+j ‖ v40+j ‖ v32+j ‖ v24+j ‖ v16+j ‖ v8+j ‖ vj)
8 ← S8(u56+i ‖ u48+i ‖ u40+j ‖ u32+j ‖ u24+j ‖ u16+j ‖ u8+j ‖ uj)
9 end

10 Vi = (v63, v62, · · · , v0)
11 Ui ← BP (Vi)⊕RKi ⊕ i
12 Ui = (u63, u62, · · · , u0)

13 end
14 return C ← U13

For MILP modeling, we describe the encryption algorithm of PIPO in a
different way (Algorithm 6). Round function is described using substitution layer,
permutation layer and add round key operations. Substitution layer applies 8-bit
S-box (S)(Table 9) on 8 bits extracted from eight different positions of input and
output bits from S-box are sent back to the same positions. Permutation layer
uses a 64-bit permutation (BP )(Table 10) on the output from S-box layer. The
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round keys (RKi) and constants (i = roundnumber) are simply XORed with
the output of diffusion layer.

S8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

0 5E F9 FC 00 3F 85 BA 5B 18 37 B2 C6 71 C3 74 9D
1 A7 94 0D E1 CA 68 53 2E 49 62 EB 97 A4 0E 2D D0
2 16 25 AC 48 63 D1 EA 8F F7 40 45 B1 9E 34 1B F2
3 B9 86 03 7F D8 7A DD 3C E0 CB 52 26 15 AF 8C 69
4 C2 75 70 1C 33 99 B6 C7 04 3B BE 5A FD 5F F8 81
5 93 A0 29 4D 66 D4 EF 0A E5 CE 57 A3 90 2A 09 6C
6 22 11 88 E4 CF 6D 56 AB 7B DC D9 BD 82 38 07 7E
7 B5 9A 1F F3 44 F6 41 30 4C 67 EE 12 21 8B A8 D5
8 55 6E E7 0B 28 92 A1 CC 2B 08 91 ED D6 64 4F A2
9 BC 83 06 FA 5D FF 58 39 72 C5 C0 B4 9B 31 1E 77
A 01 3E BB DF 78 DA 7D 84 50 6B E2 8E AD 17 24 C9
B AE 8D 14 E8 D3 61 4A 27 47 F0 F5 19 36 9C B3 42
C 1D 32 B7 43 F4 46 F1 98 EC D7 4E AA 89 23 10 65
D 8A A9 20 54 6F CD E6 13 DB 7C 79 05 3A 80 BF DE
E E9 D2 4B 2F 0C A6 95 60 0F 2C A5 51 6A C8 E3 96
F B0 9F 1A 76 C1 73 C4 35 FE 59 5C B8 87 3D 02 FB

Table 9: 8-bit S-Box of PIPO

i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
BP (i) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 15 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
i 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

BP (i) 20 21 22 23 16 17 18 19 27 28 29 30 31 24 25 26
i 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47

BP (i) 38 39 32 33 34 35 36 37 45 46 47 40 41 42 43 44
i 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63

BP (i) 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 48 58 59 60 61 62 63 56 57

Table 10: Bit Permutation in PIPO

3.2 MILP Modeling for PIPO

The model for valid differential propagations of PIPO is constructed bitwise. In
each round, subkey addition, S-box, and bit permutation operations are used.
Block size in PIPO is 64-bit and it consists of 13 rounds. For 64-bit plaintext
difference, binary variables u0, u1, · · ·u63 represent active or inactive bits for first
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Mj →
Mi ↓ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D · · · FF

0 256 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
· · · · · ·
8F 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
9F 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
AF 0 2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 · · · 0
BF 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 · · · 0
CF 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 4 · · · 2
DF 0 2 16 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 · · · 2
EF 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 · · · 0
FF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 0 0 · · · 2

Table 11: Difference Distribution Table of PIPO

round. The variables to represent active or inactive bits in the difference after first
round are updated to u64, u65, · · ·u127 and so on. The variables u768, u769, · · ·u832
represent the active or inactive bits in the ciphertext difference after 13 rounds.
In first round, the variables representing the bits of input and output differences
to S-box layer are represented as follows:



u56 u57 u58 u59 u60 u61 u62 u63
u48 u49 u50 u51 u52 u53 u54 u55
u40 u41 u42 u43 u44 u45 u46 u47
u32 u33 u34 u35 u36 u37 u38 u39
u24 u25 u26 u27 u28 u29 u30 u31
u16 u17 u18 u19 u20 u21 u22 u23
u8 u9 u10 u11 u12 u13 u14 u15
u0 u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7


→



u120 u121 u122 u123 u124 u125 u126 u127
u113 u114 u115 u116 u117 u118 u119 u112
u108 u109 u110 u111 u104 u105 u106 u107
u101 u102 u103 u96 u97 u98 u99 u100
u90 u91 u92 u93 u94 u95 u88 u89
u83 u84 u85 u86 u87 u80 u81 u82
u79 u72 u73 u74 u75 u76 u77 u78
u70 u71 u64 u65 u66 u67 u68 u69



The permutation layer is applied on the output from S-box layer and output of
the permutation layer which acts as an input to the second round is represented
as follows:
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u120 u121 u122 u123 u124 u125 u126 u127
u112 u113 u114 u115 u116 u117 u118 u119
u104 u105 u106 u107 u108 u109 u110 u111
u96 u97 u98 u99 u100 u101 u102 u103
u88 u89 u90 u91 u92 u93 u94 u95
u80 u81 u82 u83 u84 u85 u86 u87
u72 u73 u74 u75 u76 u77 u78 u79
u64 u65 u66 u67 u68 u69 u70 u71


We describe all possible propagation patterns(e.g. u0, u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7 →
u64, u65, u66, u67, u68, u69, u70, u71) for S-box with a system of linear inequalities.
The variables corresponding to bits having the difference takes ‘1’ and takes ‘0’
otherwise. A constraint u0 + u1 + · · ·+ u63 ≥ 1 is added to ensure that plaintext
difference has at least one active bit.

3.2.1 DDT of 8-bit S-box: To model the 8-bit S-box of PIPO, we generate
the DDT (Table 11) for each possible input and output difference (∆i, ∆j) using
our tool. MILES uses Algorithm 1 to generate the DDT. The entries (i, j) in
the Table 11 corresponds to the number of occurrences for output differences
∆j when the input differences were set as ∆i. We get a 256x256 DDT for an
8-bit S-box. The non-zero values in the DDT corresponds to a possible difference
propagation and zero values indicates an impossible propagation.

3.2.2 Linear Inequalities for Outer Module of MILP Model: The DDT
generated in previous step is used in MILES to derive the truth table (?-TT) using
Algorithm 2. The ?-TT of PIPO contains 20621 entries which are further mini-
mized by our tool. MILES interfaces with Espresso in ‘epos’ mode and the ?-TT
is minimized to ?-TTmin with 4701 entries. Using Algorithm 5, we convert each
entry of ?-TTmin into a linear inequality. We represent each entry of ?-TTmin

using 16 binary variables (x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, y0, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6, y7),
where first eight variables (x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7) represent the input dif-
ference and remaining variables (y0, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6, y7) represent the output
difference. These linear inequalities are used as constraints in the outer module2

and minimization of number of active S-boxes is used as objective function.

3.2.3 Linear Inequalities for Inner Module of MILP Model: Differen-
tial probability of S-box was introduced to get MILP-model by Sun et al. in
[20] and this technique was also used by Zhu et al. to present the MILP based
differential attack on round-reduced GIFT in [28]. We optimize the probability of
differential characteristics in the inner-MILP module. For this purpose, we need
the linear inequalities for all non-zero entries in the DDT which corresponds to the
possible difference propagation and their probabilities. In the DDT of PIPO S-box,

2 https://github.com/tarunyadav/PIPO-MILP
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there are seven different values for the probability of possible difference propaga-
tions i.e. 2−0, 2−4.00, 2−4.41, 2−4.67, 2−5.00, 2−5.41, 2−6.00, 2−7.00 (Table 12). This
requires seven extra binary variables to represent the probability of each possible
propagation. MILES uses DDT to generate truth table (f -TT) with 20621 entries
using Algorithm 4. Each entry of the f -TT is represented by 23 binary variables
where 16 input variables (x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, y0, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6, y7)
represents the input and output differences. The remaining seven input variables
(p0, p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6) represent the probabilities of corresponding difference
propagations. MILES minimizes the f -TT to f -TTmin with ‘epos’ mode of
Espresso which results in 6035 entries in f -TTmin. Each entry of f -TTmin is
converted into the linear inequality using Algorithm 5. This set of linear inequal-
ities is used to optimize the probability of differential characteristics in the block
cipher PIPO. The objective function for inner module3 is defined as minimization
of equation 2 over active S-boxes (AS).

∑
∀AS

6∑
i=0

− log2(Pri)× (p0 + p1 + p2 + p3 + p4 + p5 + p6) (2)

Pr[(x0, x1, · · · , x7)→ (x8, x9, · · · , x15)] (p0, p1, · · · , p6)

1 = 2−0 (0,0,0,0,0,0,0)
2/256 = 2−7.00(Pr6) (0,0,0,0,0,0,1)
4/256 = 2−6.00(Pr5) (0,0,0,0,0,1,0)
6/256 = 2−5.41(Pr4) (0,0,0,0,1,0,0)
8/256 = 2−5.00(Pr3) (0,0,0,1,0,0,0)
10/256 = 2−4.67(Pr2) (0,0,1,0,0,0,0)
12/256 = 2−4.41(Pr1) (0,1,0,0,0,0,0)
16/256 = 2−4.00(Pr0) (1,0,0,0,0,0,0)

Table 12: Binary variables to encode the Probability

3.3 Optimization of Differential Probability using MILES

We solve the MILP model using Gurobi solver [11] to optimize the probability of
differential characteristics for PIPO. In the outer-MILP module, the objective
function is to minimize the number of active S-boxes in the differential character-
istics. We get 13 active S-boxes for 7 rounds differential characteristics in PIPO.
The objective function for the inner-MILP module is to maximize the probability
of differential characteristics using the positions of active S-boxes obtained in the
outer module. We constructed many differential characteristics for PIPO reduced
to 6/7 rounds. There does not exist any 6-round differential characteristic with

3 https://github.com/tarunyadav/PIPO-MILP
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the probability better than 2−54.4 and best differential characteristics for 7-round
PIPO exists with the probability of 2−65. We constructed the 7-round differential
characteristics for PIPO using the inequalities generated with MILES which is
shown in Table 13.

Round Input Difference Probability
(i) (∆i)

0 0x0101000101000001 1

1 0x0000000000008000 2−4

2 0x0000000000080080 2−4

3 0x2011112000800080 2−11

4 0x404100408101c080 2−19

5 0x0000101000100000 2−16

6 0x0000000080000000 2−7

7 0x0001000004084000 2−4

Table 13: 7-round Differential Characteristics for PIPO

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new tool viz. MILES to generate the linear
inequalities for large S-boxes. This tool estimates the security of ciphers using
large S-boxes. After optimizing the lower bound on the number of active S-boxes,
there will be no need to split the DDT into p-DDT tables for searching the high
probability differential characteristics. MILES uses full difference distribution
table to minimize the number of linear inequalities, which are used to optimize
the probability of differential characteristics. The linear inequalities for AES,
Skinny and PIPO S-boxes are constructed and minimized using MILES. The
comparison shows that MILES performs better inequalities minimization than
existing tools for 8-bit S-boxes. We have demonstrated the use of MILES to
optimize the probability of differential characteristics in PIPO using minimized
linear inequalities corresponding to the full difference distribution table.
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